Conformational and NBO studies of serotonin as a radical scavenger. Changes induced by the OH group.
Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, SER) is a neurotransmitter that affects many different processes within the human body. We studied the conformational space of SER, and explored in depth the significant stereoelectronic features for the structure stabilization and antioxidant activity. Forty-eight equilibrium structures were described at the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level, characterizing four non-previously reported conformers. Electron distributions were analyzed by topological QTAIM (Quantum Theory of atoms in molecules) and natural bond orbital (NBO) studies. The study was supplemented by an exploration of molecular electrostatic potential (MEP). Intramolecular hydrogen interactions were also investigated; N10⋯HC4 or N10⋯HC2 hydrogen bondings were depicted in 5 conformers. The conformer stabilization and the corresponding energy arrangement were explained by hyperconjugation interactions obtained by NBO analysis. The present study is based on the effect of the 5-OH group on geometric and electronic behavior that we have previously reported on the similar structure tryptamine (TRA). Our interest also lies in SER's free radical scavenging capacity as a member of the indole family. The H-atom abstraction and single-electron transfer mechanisms were taken into account. Our results showed that donor-acceptor interactions play a major role in explaining the changes induced by the OH group, and free-radical scavenging capability of the indole compounds.